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Abstract
The home gym equipment market has many local and global manufacturers competing
for a higher market share. The market for gym equipment has traditionally been
composed of commercial fitness facilities, hotels, and offices. The home equipment
market has been rising amid COVID-19 pandemic. There have been a few new entrants
with high technology in the home gym equipment market.
This paper looks at one such company and performs a strategic analysis of its product
and would analyze the strategies used by the company to gain market share, performs
external on the industry, and tries to propose a path forward for the company to gain
and maintain a dominant market position.

Introduction
The home gym equipment market is very competitive with a lot of players and a thriving
substitution threat from a traditional gym/club. The home gym equipment industry is
witnessing high growth opportunity during 2020 due to COVID-19 pandemic which is
likely to continue with a 9% CAGR during 2020-2025.[1][25] There is enough scientific
evidence to support that moderate-to-vigorous physical activity helps improve physical,
functional and mental wellbeing.[4]There is also an overall increase in the effort by
government to increase awareness of the health benefits of physical activity.[2][3]
After the success of athletic leisure wear and fitness wearables, we have seen an
increase in popularity of smart and connected exercise equipment. Advancements in
technology along with social distancing mandates due to COVID-19 pandemic have led
to an increase in the high technology internet connected home gym equipment. High
cost of gym and club memberships have been compelling consumers to buy high
technology connected machines for home use. Rising purchasing power of consumers as
well as increase in financing options allows consumers to bear the expense of the initial
investment.[16]
Home gym equipment can broadly be categorized into 2 categories: cardiovascular
equipment that help raise heartrate like treadmill, elliptical, stationary bikes etc. or
strength equipment that help build and strengthen muscles like free weights, dumbbell,
extension machines etc.[5] The home gym market growth has accelerated with the onset
of the pandemic due to risk of contracting the virus in indoor facilities and restrictions in
most states in US. The global home fitness equipment market size is projected to grow
by USD 657.43 million during 2020-2024, progressing at a CAGR of over 3% throughout
the forecast period, according to the latest report by Technavio.[6]
This paper explores if the Mirror, a high technology home gym equipment, has strategic
advantage in a highly competitive health and fitness market.
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Image: gminsights website

Mirror
Mirror was founded by Brynn Putnam, a Harvard educated professional ballet dancer
and founder of Refine Method fitness studio in New York. Mirror is a high-tech home
fitness product that brings boutique studio style gym experience in home for its
customers. As described on their website, when off, Mirror is a full-length mirror. When
on, user see themselves, instructor, and class takers in an interactive display. Mirror has
an embedded camera and built-in speakers.[7]
Mirror allows users to access a wide variety of workouts of varying difficulty levels and
lengths of time on demand. Users can choose to attend a regularly scheduled live class
or seek personalized 1:1 training session with experts. The Users are face-to-face with
the instructor and can see their entire body as well as a shrunken image of the
instructor making it easier to assess and copy exercise form. The device can be turned
on/off by a button on the device or through a phone application. Their proprietary
algorithm uses the data collected during workouts, user goals, preferences, and
personal profile to makes recommendations and adjustments to workout sessions.
The startup, had raised more than $70 million from Steve Cohen’s venture capital fund,
Spark Capital, and other backers before being acquired by Lululemon in 2020 for $500
million.[15]
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Technology adoption lifecycle
The home gym equipment market is one of the industries that has evolved a lot over
past 40 years and is still showing strong growth.[8] Gym equipment market is a very
competitive market with many players. Traditionally the home gym equipment market
was dominated by treadmills and free weights. In recent times, platforms that integrate
sports equipment with coaching software have been witnessing significant demand
among sports enthusiasts and athletes across the globe. [16][47]

Image: Virtual/Online Fitness Market Size & Share | Global Report 2026
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Mirror was launched in September 2018 and had tens of thousands of subscribers by
mid-2020.[9] Mirror is in the early adopters’ phase of technology lifecycle with a few
celebrity early adopters like; Alicia Keys, Reese Witherspoon, Ellen DeGeneres, Allison
Williams, Gwyneth Paltrow, Jennifer Aniston and Kate Hudson.[10] Mirror was featured
on the social media of these celebrities which helped Mirror gain word of mouth
publicity, press coverage and brand recognition. Some luxury hotels have also installed
Mirrors in their suites enabling more users in the target market segment to try the
device.

Base Image: business-to-you website

Mirror device has a 40” full HD 1080p display, with 178° wide viewing angle and 5 MP
front facing camera. It comes with a digital application that helps users control the
device. Mirror is one of the new high technology entrants which offer on-demand
streaming of exercise classes. Mirror is competitively priced in the high technology
fitness segment at $1495 and offers financing options. Mirror needs mirror membership
to access the live and on-demand workouts at $39/month.

Competitive Landscape
The home gym equipment market has many traditional gym equipment as well a bunch
of new high technology gym equipment entrants. The traditional gym equipment
manufacturers have a majority share not only in the commercial gym equipment
segment but also have a dominant market share in home gym equipment segment.
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Image Source: Connected Gym Equipment Market Analysis Report by Product (Strength Training, Cardiovascular Training), By
Application (Household, Commercial), By Region, And Segment Forecasts, 2019 - 2025

The home gym equipment market is quite fragmented and highly competitive.
The industry has a slew of traditional gym equipment manufactures like NordicTrack,
ProForm, Inspire, Rogue, Life Fitness, Precor, Icon Health and Fitness, Cybex, True
Fitness, Octane, Star Trac, StairMaster etc. [11][12]

Image: Top Fitness Equipment Manufacturing Companies (with annual revenue for 2020) Source: Reference [14]
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Traditional home gym equipment ranges from small and inexpensive equipment like
free weights, barbells, dumbbells, kettlebells, bench, resistance bands, exercise ball,
bosu, pull up bar etc. to more expensive connected equipment like treadmills, exercise
bikes, elliptical machines, rowing machine etc.[13] The connected traditional gym
equipment enables users to access workouts and session data. These devices can
connect to the internet and offer a limited set of preloaded guided workouts.
Treadmill and free weights are the most popular gym equipment in this segment and
the share of these equipment continue to rise. Appendix F has some data on the
increase in sales of traditional gym equipment in 2020.

Image: gminsights website

Figure 1

Image: grandviewresearch website

Figure 2

The high technology gym equipment industry promises to bring convenience,
personalization, and the community of studio classes to users’ home. The share of high
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technology home gym equipment segment is steadily rising by data by different sources
as shown in figure [1] and [2]. The following segment would look at the recent high
technology home gym equipment that compete in the same segment as Mirror.

Tempo
The tempo is a home gym system that comes with a tempo machine with 42’’ display
and storage cabinet, premium weight set, barbells, dumbbells, exercise mat and heart
rate monitor. The tempo machine has touchscreen, camera, 3D sensors, speakers, and
AI guidance system. Tempo competes directly with Mirror with a similar product.
It claims to help users perfect their technique with personalized feedback. Tempo has a
database of over 1 million 3D tagged workouts, from hundreds of gyms, overseen by
thousands of trainers that forms the basis of the artificial intelligence.[19] Tempo costs
$1,995 and offers interest free financing options. The tempo subscription costs
$39/month for hundreds of classes with personalized guidance. Tempo’s hardware has a
few glitches, but it is getting positive reviews for its 3D sensors and AI system.

Image: New york magazine
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Tonal
The tonal markets itself as the intelligent strength training machine. It has a patented
digital weights system that delivers a smooth weightlifting experience using electricity
and magnets. Tonal can deliver 200 pounds of resistance in a device smaller than a
flatscreen TV.[24] The equipment has a 24’’ touchscreen display, integrated apple music
and has intelligence built in to help set weights and goals for the user while enabling
them to monitor and track progress with a phone application and competes directly
with the Mirror.
The tonal retails at $2,995 and provides interest free financing option. They also offer
premium membership at $49/month and an accessories package at $495. Tonal has an
intelligent “spotter mode” that detects fatigue and adjusts weights automatically. Along
with tempo it is one of the best at-home “smart” options for resistance training. [17]

Image: Tonal Website

NordicTrack
NordicTrack is an incumbent gym equipment provider that responded to the shift in
home gym products with a slew of new connected high technology equipment with live
workout sessions with trainers. For the purposes of this paper we will look at 3 of the
latest offerings.
In the traditional segments that can either be used in a commercial or a home gym,
NoridcTrack introduced the following 2 products.
1. Fusion CST, a high intensity strength training device with a 10’’ screen tablet
2. Treadmills [Commercial X22i/X32i] with 22’’ inches or 32’’ screen tablet.
Both these devices come with integrated speakers, and interactive training capabilities
through their “iFit” application which also gives ability for users to assess data and
monitor progress. The workout library is accessible on phone application as well as the
10 | P a g e

device. With Fusion CST, the device provided live 1:1 strength training with a trainer
through the iFit application and competes directly with Tonal.
The devices are priced on the higher end of the price range and provide the brand name
and traditional sales channels for the products even in the commercial gym spaces.

Images: NordicTrack website
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The other solution that competes directly with Mirror is the latest offering is Vault. The
Vault provides a premier home gym that intimately pairs iFit interactive training with
innovative reflective technology.[49] The vault has a 61.5’’ touchscreen mirror that
provides immediate visual feedback to the user to help match form of the trainer
throughout the workout. The iFit application offers all categories of workout that a user
can follow along in their own home and replicate an in-studio experience in their own
home gym. The vault comes in 2 flavors: standalone and complete.
The standalone comes with the mirror and the standard storage in the device for gym
gear. The complete model comes with a variety of weights, dumbbells, kettlebells,
resistance bands, yoga mat, yoga blocks and stretch straps.
The Vault is very competitively priced with 1-year membership included in the retail
price of the device.

Image: NordicTrack website
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Hydrow Rower
Hydrow is an adjustable resistance level rower with 22’’ touchscreen with prerecorded
workout. Hydrow re-engineered the rowing machine with their patented technology to
make it more like rowing on water and built an immersive experience around it.[26]
Along with rowing workout, the subscription gives customers access to hundreds of ondemand and live classes at $38/month. The New York magazine rates Hydrow highly for
having great visual experience of all devices: Instead of watching an instructor in a blank
space or inside a studio, they’re all out on the open water.[17]

Image: Hydrow website

Ergatta
Ergatta is a rower designed with beauty and space consideration in mind. The machine
is made with cherrywood by WaterRower and has a 17’’ visual display on an arm for
interactive workouts. The Ergatta starts at $2,199 and has a monthly subscription for
workouts at $29/month.
Ergatta differentiates itself from others in the segment by providing gaming-inspired
content experience during the workouts instead of a traditional coach guiding and
motivating the user. They have 4 different workout modes: push programs, interval
workouts, race workouts and open row with different focus. Their artificial intelligence
uses the user data to create challenges, workout structures and provides real-time
feedback. It creates a community that motivates and challenges the users to grow and
engage in group fitness activities.
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Image: Ergatta website

FightCamp Gym
The FightCamp gym equipment provides the user shadowboxing style workout. The
FightCamp gym equipment consists of a free-standing punching bag, a smart punch
tracker to estimate punch speed and count the number of punches. The application is
used to deliver the workout that users can view on their iPhone, iPad, or Apple TV. The
application allows users to set goals, monitor progress, and allows user to choose a
trainer that inspires them.
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Image: FightCamp website

JaxJox Kettlebell Connect
The JAXJOX KettlebellConnect™2.0 is a six-in-one digital adjustable kettlebell ranging
from 12-42 lbs. that retails at $229. It pairs with a phone application to track reps,
volume, sets, average power, and workout duration It provides real-time performance
tracking and reporting. It provided on-demand workout classes and personalized Fitness
tracking for a premium membership at $12.99/month.[23]

Image: JaxJox website
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Peloton
Peloton is leading the high technology home gym equipment segment with its products
estimated to earn $1.8 billion in sales in 2020.[22] Its most popular product is the smart
exercise bikes that bring the competition and camaraderie of studio cycling classes to a
user’s home. Peloton Bike is a high-end indoor bike with a Wi-Fi–enabled, 21.5-inch
touchscreen tablet that streams live and on-demand classes. Peloton is a highly
successful gym equipment with devoted following. Peloton had more than 4.4 million
total members and a 12-month retention rate of 92%.[21] The peloton is sleek, well
designed, smooth to peddle, quiet and sensitive to calibration. Peloton’s biggest selling
point is their large selection of live classes by renowned instructors. Peloton bikes start
at $1,895 and offer interest free financing. A monthly subscription fee of $39 is required
to access the online workout library and live sessions. After the success of the bikes,
Peloton is also introducing treadmills to bring similar experience to runners.

Image: Peloton website

Image: Peloton website

Pro-form
Pro-form has introduced a new bike at a slightly lower price point than Peloton with
integrated iFit membership family membership. The exercise studio bike has a 22’’
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touchscreen, comes with interactive training sessions, ability to stream studio class
workouts and ability to store and assess workout session data.
The tablet can swivel and can be used as the interactive touchscreen to follow along on
workouts that do not involve an exercise bike. The Pro-Form is adjustable for different
heights, is super quiet and easy to roll around. The Pro-form studio bike comes with a
set of 3 lbs. dumbbell for incorporating in upper body strength workouts. Users can also
buy their SmartBeat™ Forearm Heart Rate Monitor that can easily sync to the ProForm
Studio Bike to give you a continuous heart rate reading on the screen. [49]

Image: Pro-Form Website

Porter’s Five Forces
Porter’s five forces help in analysis of competitive forces acting in the industry. This
section performs an analysis of the porter’s five forces in the high technology home gym
equipment market.

Image: targetinternet website
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Power of Buyers
Since the high technology home gym equipment market has many players, the buyers
have a wide variety of options to select for their fitness needs. There are various
manufacturers and a variety of equipment that help users achieve their personal fitness
goals. High technology equipment is expensive with high switching costs creating a
customer lock-in. Most high technology equipment also has complimentary applications
that record workout session data which isn’t easily portable from one application to
another leading to switching barrier for customers. Most of the high technology
equipment manufacturers supply hardware/equipment, provide applications to read,
write and visualize data, provide application with integrated music and health tracking
features creating vertically integrated platforms. All high technology home gym
equipment providers have multiple styles, lengths and intensity of workouts providing
enough variety in all you can consume format in trying to maximize utility. Based on
these, I will rate power of buyers in this industry as low.

Power of Suppliers
High technology gym equipment uses a wide variety of hardware components like
computer chips, touchscreens, Wi-Fi module, integrated speakers, camera, etc. and
software components and intelligence build into the system. The coaches/instructors
are another important supplier that help generates value for the product with the
workouts.
There are multiple suppliers of the hardware components as well as a fair number of
coaches/instructors. Also, the online library with recorded workout sessions generates
multiple value add sessions for users. Based on these factors, I would rate power of
suppliers in this industry as low.

Threat of new entrant
Threat of a new entrant is a combination of access to the resources needed to enter or
compete in a market along with the capabilities needed to generate value for the
customers by either business process or constituents of the product or experience.
As discussed above there are multiple suppliers for both the hardware components as
well as instructors and coaches that can engage the users with recorded or live sessions.
This makes it relatively easy for a new entrant to enter the market thus making the
threat of new entrant in the industry as high.

Threat of substitution
Physical activity is one of the earliest activity humans have engaged in. There are
multiple ways of engaging in physical activity like running, swimming, kayaking,
paddling, etc. that an individual can engage in outdoors or traditional class/sessions like
karate, boxing, dancing, HIIT workout, yoga etc., or a traditional gym equipment like
treadmill, lifting, personal training etc. The home gym equipment industry is thus
competing in a segment with lot of substitutes making the treat of substitution high.
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Intensity of competitive rivalry
The high technology home gym market has many competitors with the ability and
resources to compete to capture market share. The market sees numerous new
products, services and models that have potential to become social phenomenon. At
this time the market is seeing an influx of home gym equipment as COVID-19 pandemic
pushed users out from studio classes to in-home gyms.
Before this current wave there were a slew of studios opening centers in all major US
cities like Orange Theory, SoulCycle, Pilates studios, Barre, yoga studio, etc. Alongside
these new studios were the traditional gyms at different price points with variety of
services. Based on the history and evolution of the industry, I would rate intensity of
competitive rivalry as high with potential to earn high returns by creating a highly
engaged community.

Figure 3: Porter’s five forces in high technology home gym equipment market segment

Conclusion
Mirror is competing in a highly competitive industry segment with lot of incumberants
and new enterants. The product is gaining traction in market with celebrity
endorsement, press and interviews. The product is receving positive reviews and has
scope for improvements. Being bought by Lululemon gives Mirror acccess to both
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customers and captial. Mirror tries to target the same segment as Lululemon and thus
can leverage Lululemon’s stores to reach the customers and help in product discovery.
Mirror can also leverage Lululemon’s partnerships to continue getting the product in
front of customers building on its strategy to put it in studios and hotel suites.
They had the advantage of having an enterprenur who had experience in fitness
industry and had previously created a successful business in similar industry segment.
Brynn Putnam’s vision for the product is more than just an exercise equipment, she
wants it to be the third screen in a home alongside phones and televisions. Mirror is
marketed as an immersive, interactive experience where you're doing instead of
watching thus needing a dedicated device to consume content in a different format. The
vision for the product is to be a broader wellness device with integration to fitness,
healthcare, socializing and shopping.
The other products that directly compete with Mirror are Tempo and Vault. Tempo has
a propritery 3D sensor technology that also shows potential to integrate into physical
therapy and health care. The Vault has the full screen interactive touchscreen and
brand name and recorgnition. NordicTrack also has the advantage of having seasoned
supplychain and sales channels and can be tough competitor. Both Vault and Tempo
come with a set of equipments that the user can employ in different types of workouts
and make the equipments more attractive to users due to included equipments.

Images: Mirror, Tempo and Peloton websites

On the side of substitues, Peloton has a dominant market position as well as a virant
community that is build around its products. They have pioneered the workout and
community aspect with engaged online sessions with DJ. They are already making a
move into treadmills and can pivot into the same space as Mirror.
In terms of resources, the pandemic has highlighted the vulnerabilties in the just-in-time
manufacturing approach. Most compies are rethinking their supply chains to make them
more reliable and robust. Mirror would also benefit from determining the right
inventory its manufacturers are required to maintain.
20 | P a g e

Recently, there is more demand for chips than the semiconductor industry has been
able to keep up with. As a result of pandemic, semiconductor manufacturing indistry,
like most industries, experienced manufacturing declines. As safety protocols for
workers were put into place, most plants got to their original output levels within a few
months. However, there is still backlog of orders that needed to be filled.[50] This can
impact high technology home gym equipment company by creating supply side
shortage. During this time, well establised supply chain channels can provide competive
advantage to the high technology home gym equipment manufacturer.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Global home fitness equipment market report [2020-2024]

Source: Technavio

Source: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/fitness-equipment-market
Most gowth would come from home and club in Northern America.
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Source: https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/fitness-equipment-market

Appendix B: Global Interactive fitness market [2020-2024]

Source: Technavio
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Appendix C: CDC data on physical activity

Source: https://www.cdc.gov/physicalactivity/downloads/trends-in-the-prevalence-ofphysical-activity-508.pdf
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Source: https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/fastats/exercise.htm
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Appendix D: Government flyer to promote physical activity
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Source: https://health.gov/our-work/physical-activity/move-your-waycampaign/campaign-materials/materials-adults
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Appendix E: Gym equipment manufacturer

Source: https://primofitnessusa.com/shop/brands/
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Appendix F: Increased Sales of home gym equipment in 2020

Source: https://www.zdnet.com/article/how-much-gym-equipment-are-we-buyingright-now/

Appendix G: Global market size of home fitness equipment

Source: https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/home-fitness-equipment-

market
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